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Abstract
Duplication of the renal arteries and anomalies are in the vascular variations and generally they were observed during dissection of the cadavers.

In this study, we reported 2 cases of renal artery duplication under the light of current literature, diagnosed coincidentally while pre-operative evaluation for some other reasons was going on.

Diagnosis and treatment of congenital arterial anomalies are developed in plan and step by step. The first step in diagnosis is clinical examination. Invasive (especially peroperatively) and non-invasive several methods help in diagnosis.

INTRODUCTION
Congenital vessel disorders term includes all congenital organic diseases of the vessel system. The disorders of the arteries are; agenesis, aplasia, displasia, location anomalies, diameter anomalies, duplication, stricture and ectasies and rarely aneurysms.

CASE PRESENTATION
Our first patient was a 45 years old man. He had hypertension, which responded partially to triple antihypertensives, claudication under 100 meters and occasionally rest pain at both feet. Further investigations were performed because of the negative pulses at femoral arteries and the ASO anamnesis. Terminal aortography showed Leriche syndrome beside the left renal artery duplication anomaly. At left accessory renal artery and main renal artery level, high-grade stenoses of osteal parts were found (Figure 1).

Our second case was a 54-year-old male. His coronary angiography revealed 85% stenosis of left main coronary artery and multiple stenoses at remaining coronary arteries. He was hospitalized into our clinic for urgent coronary artery bypass grafting (Figure 2).
During this procedure, bilateral selective renal arteriograms were taken revealing that he had 2 right renal arteries. One renal artery feeding the upper pole had 95% stenosis whereas the other renal artery feeding the lower pole had 85% stenosis of the ostium (Figures 3, 4 and 5).
DISCUSSION

Multiple vascular variations, including duplication of the inferior vena cava, double renal arteries and anomalies of the blood vessels can be observed during dissection of the cadavers. Renal artery enters via renal hilus and as a single artery in 71% of the population. In 15-20% of the population there are multiple renal arteries. Two hilar arteries are seen in 10%, they arise from aorta as two separate branches and insert into renal hilus. One hilar artery and a lower renal “pole” artery are seen in 6.9% of general population. Bordei et al present 54 cases of double renal arteries supplying one kidney and originating from the aorta in their study that subjected renal vascularization. Most often, the supplementary renal artery originated from the lateral side of the aorta. Examination of the renal approach showed that in 28 cases the supplementary renal artery entered the kidney through the hilum (proper supplementary renal artery), in 16 cases it was inferior polar, in five cases it was superior polar and in five cases the supplementary renal artery terminated in two branches, equal in caliber, one polar and the other hilar, thus showing a combined character, identical with the manner of termination of the main renal artery. In most of the samples the supplementary renal artery ended with a bifurcation inside the kidney, either into the renal sinus (proper supplementary renal artery) or inside the renal parenchyma (polar supplementary renal artery). Unusual mode of renal duplication may be confused with supernumerary kidney.

Aucatoma et al correlate the anatomical and functional information obtained using MRI in comparison to the techniques traditionally used in the study of uropathies, and the other anomalies. MRI provides the same information, both morphological and concerning functional quality, as well as vascular, as that obtained through traditional explorations. Irradiation with MRI is nil. At times it requires anesthesia. Its practice reduces costs, visits, missed workdays, and travel time. We evaluated our first case with MRI.
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